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Abstract
Background: The prognostic value of microRNA (miRNA) expression in T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) has

generated signiﬁcant research interest in recent years. However, most diagnostic and prognostic studies with regards to miRNA
expression have been focused on combined B cell and T cell lymphoblastic leukemia. There are very few studies reporting the
prognostic effects of miRNA expression on T-ALL. Therefore, a pioneer systematic review and meta-analysis was proposed to
explore the possibilities of miRNAs as viable prognostic markers in T-ALL. This study is intended to be useful as a guideline for future
research into drug evaluation and targeting miRNA as a biomarker for the treatment and prognosis of T-ALL.
Methods: The systematic review will be reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and MetaAnalysis (PRISMA) guidelines. The study search will be conducted by using Cochrane, EMBASE, Medline, Science Direct, and
SCOPUS bibliographic databases. The reference lists of included studies will be manually searched to further bolster the search
results. A combination of keywords will be used to search the databases.
Discussion: To explore the effect of miRNA on prognosis, forest plots will be generated to assess pooled HR and 95% CI.

Upregulation, downregulation, and deregulation of speciﬁc miRNAs will be individually noted and used to extrapolate patient
prognosis when associated with risk factors involved in T-ALL. Subgroup analysis will be carried out to analyze the effect of
deregulation of miRNA expression on patient prognosis. A ﬁxed or random-effects model of meta-analysis will be used depending
upon between-study heterogeneity. This systematic review and meta-analysis will identify and synthesize evidence to determine the
prognosis of miRNA in T-ALL and suggest the possible miRNA from meta-analysis results to predict as a biomarker for further
detection and treatment of T-ALL.
Abbreviations: CD = cluster of differentiation, CIs = conﬁdence intervals, DFS = disease free survival, DSS = disease-speciﬁc

survival, HR = hazard ratio, miRNA = microribonucleic acid, PRISMA = Preferred Reporting Items in Systematic review and MetaAnalysis, T-ALL = T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
Keywords: biomarker, hazard ratio, meta-analysis, miRNA, patients clinical outcomes, patients survival, prognosis and T-ALL,
publication bias, systematic review
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1. Introduction

ALL. Hence the proposed study will focus on T-ALL alone. There
is a lacuna on how miRNAs contribute to the prognosis of T-ALL
when compared to their contribution to the prognosis in B-cell
lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL), and hence, this study focused
on quantifying the effect size measures from the patient’s survival
through meta-analysis to better understand the survival outcome.

1.1. Background
Lymphoblastic leukemia is a heterogeneous and diversiﬁed group
of cancers, characterized by abnormal growth and transformation of blood cells progenitors during their differentiation in bone
marrow. There are 2 major types of lymphoblastic leukemia
called acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and chronic lymphoblastic leukemia (CLL). ALL is the most common malignancy in
childhood cases of cancer, with B-cell lineage ALL having an
incidence rate of 85% and T-cell lineage having an incidence rate
of 15%.[1] With regards to ETP (early T-Cell precursor) subtype
prediction, 15% of all T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (TALL) cases is associated with treatment failure.[2] It is a frequently
fatal hematological malignant disorder that originates in a single
B or T cell lymphocyte progenitor.[3] Most of the ALL cases are Blineage ALL which represents 85% of childhood and 75% of all
adult ALL cases[4,5] while T-cell ALL is diagnosed in approximately 10% to 15% of children and 25% of all adults affected
with ALL.[6,7]

1.3.2. How will the study address the issue?. The collective
data from previously published studies, as analyzed in this
systematic review and meta-analysis will help us to understand
the signiﬁcant role of miRNA expression in T-ALL patients. TALL has generally been associated with poor patient prognosis.[12] The current study focuses on both up-regulated and downregulated miRNAs individually, which provides clarity regarding
the predictive power of miRNA as a biomarker for diagnosis and
prognosis in T-ALL patients. Subgroup analysis based on
demographic factors will help us to know more about the effect
size of survival outcome in T-ALL patients. The clinical utility of
miRNAs has not been established yet, and therefore this study has
the potential to develop the signiﬁcance of miRNAs as
biomarkers in T-ALL patients. This is the ﬁrst and foremost
proposed study on systematic review and meta-analysis study in
miRNA expression on survival of T-ALL patients.

1.2. Epidemiology
United States of America (USA) Surveillance, Epidemiology and
End Results (SEER) 2017 cancer registries estimated 5970 (0.4%)
new cases of T-ALL out of which 1,440 (0.2%) cases were reported
as leading to death.[8] A study conducted by Wang and Vose in
2013 mentioned a decline in the incidence rates of many B-cell
lymphomas in the USA. In contrast, the incidence rates of T-cell
lymphomas have continued to rise.[9] T-ALL represents 10% to
15% of pediatric and 20% to 25% of adult cases of ALL in Europe,
the United States, and Japan[10,11] and is twice as prevalent in males
when compared to females.[12] African–American and Hispanic
individuals have also been observed to have lower survival rates
than Caucasian and Asian individuals. However, poor access to
treatment may underlie this ethnic/regional discrepancy seen with
regards to survival rates in ALL.[13]
MicroRNA (miRNAs) are a class of highly conserved
noncoding RNAs with a length of 22 nucleotides that participate
in a wide range of biological processes such as proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis.[14] Anomalous and abnormal
expression of miRNAs has been increasingly recognized
inﬂuencing progression in various types of tumors including
lymphomas.[15] About half of all human miRNAs are located at
cancer-related regions of the genome and have been reported to
act as oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, implying their
essential roles in progression and prognosis of cancer including,
ALL.[16,17] There has been a recent increase in the number of
studies investigating the relationship between cancers and
miRNAs in recent years, but comprehensive research and
scientiﬁc literature regarding miRNAs in ALL are scarce.[18]

1.3.3. How will it help?. This study should also highlight
signiﬁcantly expressed miRNAs, providing potential miRNA
targets in T-ALL, thereby beneﬁting researchers who wish to
pursue future research in this ﬁeld, as well as clinicians when
estimating T-ALL patient prognosis. The study intends to provide
more knowledge on the probable survival outcome in T-All
patients by using pooled hazard ratio (HR) and 95% conﬁdence
interval (CI). This approach may also aid in the individualized
treatment of T-ALL patients.
1.4. Review questions
The objective of our systematic review protocol is to describe the
methodological approach for conducting a systematic review and
meta-analysis to explore the viability of miRNAs as a viable
prognostic marker in T-ALL.
1. Does miRNA expressions affect T-ALL patients survival?
2. What is the signiﬁcance of upregulated and downregulated
miRNA’s expression on T-ALL patient’s survival?
3. How much does the effect size of survival outcomes (HR) of
T-ALL patients vary across studies?
4. Does the effect size of survival outcomes (HR) of T-ALL
patients vary by subgroups?

2. Materials and methods
This study aims to evaluate the prognostic effect of miRNA
expression in T-ALL patients. The research protocol follows the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalysis Protocol (PRISMA-P), 2015 guidelines for systematic
review and meta-analysis.[22]
PROSPERO registration number: The study was registered in
PROSPERO and has been assigned the registration ID:
CRD42017079090

1.3. Rationale
1.3.1. The importance of the issue. Several studies have
previously described the role of miRNAs in malignant T-cell
transformation and have identiﬁed both, tumor-promoting (miR19b, mir-20a, miR-26a, miR-92, and miR-223)[19] as well as a
tumor suppressing (miR-150, miR-155, miR-200, and miR193b-3p)[20,21] miRNAs in T-All patients. The miRNA intracellular regulation is intricately involved in T-ALL disease biology.
Although this neoplastic disorder originates from the thymus, it
rapidly spreads throughout the system and is frequently fatal
without therapy, when compared to the common B cell lineage

2.1. Search methods for identiﬁcation of studies
The search for studies will be performed by utilizing online
bibliographical databases including Cochrane, EMBASE,
MEDLINE, SCOPUS, and Web of science will be searched until
2
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Table 1
The MeSH search terms utilized in the search strategy.
1
“T-ALL” [Topic] OR “T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia” [Topic] AND “ALL” [Topic]
2
“miRNA” [Topic] AND “T-ALL” [Topic]
3
“Prognosis” [Topic] OR “Survival” [Topic] OR “miRNA expression” [Topic]
4
“Upregulation” [Topic] OR “Down-regulation in T-ALL” [Topic] OR “Differential expression” [Topic] or “Deregulated miRNAs” [Topic]
5
“Meta-analysis study” [Topic] OR “Systematic review” [Topic] AND “T-ALL” [Topic]
6
“Follow up studies.” [Topic] OR “miRNA” [Topic]
7
“Prognosis” [Topic] OR “Survival outcome” [Topic] OR “Hazard Ratio” [Topic]
8
Treatment of T-ALL [Topic] OR “Prevalence” [Topic] AND “Worldwide” [Topic] OR “Epidemiology” [Topic]
9
“Incidence” [Topic] AND “Risk factors” [Topic]
MeSH = medical subjective headings, miRNA = microribonucleic acid, T-ALL = T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia

2. Unpublished studies and non-English articles will not be
included.
3. In vitro and animal studies on miRNA expression will not be
included.
4. Studies investigating a patient/population cohort that has been
represented previously in another study will be excluded.

December 2018, to identify all the articles that evaluate the
prognostic accuracy of miRNAs in T-ALL, a predeﬁned search
strategy outlining and combining the following terms and
keywords will be used. The proposed database search using
the medical subjective headings (MeSH) search terms have been
included in Table 1. Relevant studies will also be collected from
the reference lists of screened articles, to avoid missing any
eligible study. Certain keywords will also contain subsets for
better accuracy during the search.

2.4. Assessment of methodological quality
Selected studies will be critically appraised by 2 independent
reviewers at the study level for methodological quality using
quality assessment template based on the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute (NHLBI) for Observational cohort and crosssectional studies.[23] This tool has also adopted from the prior
published article.[24,25] Any disagreements between the reviewers,
during the appraisal, will be resolved by the involvement of a
third reviewer. This assessment template will be used to evaluate
the selected full-text studies which will be considered eligible for
systematic review (rated as good, fair and poor) (Table 2). There
are 14 elements to be analyzed and to be rated. Sample size, study
period, follow up period, survival outcome, evaluation of
exposure, miRNA expression, and outcome variables, statistical
adjustment, and other factors will be recorded and assessed as
quality appraisal elements.

2.2. Study selection
Studies screened from the online bibliographical databases will be
from 2010 to 2018. Following the search, all identiﬁed citations
will be collated and uploaded into EndNoteTM (Clarivate
Analytics, PA) and duplicates will be removed. Titles and
abstracts will then be screened by 2 independent reviewers for
assessment against the inclusion criteria for the review. The full
text of selected citations will be retrieved and assessed in detail
against the inclusion criteria by 2 independent reviewers. Fulltext studies that do not meet the inclusion criteria will be
excluded, and reasons for exclusion will be provided in an
appendix in the ﬁnal systematic review report. Included studies
will undergo a process of critical appraisal. The results of the
search will be reported in full in the ﬁnal report and presented in a
PRISMA ﬂow diagram and the model from PRISMA guidelines
has attached as Figure 1. Any disagreements that arise between
the reviewers will be resolved through discussion or with a third
reviewer.

2.5. Data extraction and management
Data will be extracted from papers will be included in Microsoft
Excel master sheet framework will be developed to record
demographic data characters which are extracted from each
qualiﬁed investigation for evaluation of study quality and data
synthesis. The data extracted will include speciﬁc details about the
interventions, populations, study methods and outcomes of
signiﬁcance to the review question and speciﬁc objectives. Any
disagreements that arise between the reviewers will be resolved
through discussion, or with a third reviewer. Authors of papers will
be contacted to request missing or additional data where required.
The following information will be extracted from the eligible
studies.

2.3. Selection criteria
The studies fulﬁlling the following criteria will be included in the
systematic review.
2.3.1. Inclusion criteria.
1. Studies that report the miRNA expression from T-lineage cells.
2. Sample size, follow-up period, miRNA expression analysis,
HR and associated 95% CI or Kaplan–Meier (KM) curve are
required for the eligible studies.
3. Studies that discuss upregulation, downregulation or deregulation of miRNA expression in T-ALL patients.
4. Studies that are appropriate to PRISMA guidelines for
systematic review and meta-analysis.

1) Author details, Publication year, the country from which
patients enrolled for study, sample Size, a period of study,
follow up period, sampling procedure, the source of samples,
methods used for miRNA detection.
2) Demographic characteristics will be included which are age,
gender details, type of lineage, the sample size for T cell lineage
patients.
3) Clinicopathological characteristics of study participants
which include splenomegaly, enlarged thymus gland, bleeding,

2.3.2. Exclusion criteria.
1. Letters to the editors, case reports, case studies, fact sheets,
conference abstracts and review articles of T-ALL will be
excluded.
3
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the selected articles.

6) The methodology used for the miRNA quantiﬁcation along
with the source of the samples, miRNA expression in T-ALL
patients, up-regulated, down-regulated and deregulated
miRNAs, miRNA expression rates during the follow-up
period, HR estimates with 95% CI for overall survival (OS),
disease-free survival (DFS), and disease-speciﬁc survival (DSS)

bruising, recurrent infections, and hyperkalemia related
symptoms will be noted from the selected studies.[26]
Extranodal involvement, the presence of pleural effusion,
Hematoxylin and Eosin sections, pericardial effusion, and
mediastinal compression symptoms (a cough or superior vena
cava syndrome) will also be noted.[27]
4) Immunohistochemical examination like immature nature of
T-cell lineage commitment, Cluster of differentiation (CD)
markers such as CD3, CD 5, and CD7 will be used to predict
T-cell lineage, and those data will also be extracted if the
selected study has provided.[27]
5) Biological characteristics such as white blood cell count,
lactate dehydrogenase, Bone marrow cytogenetic analysis,
cytogenetic differences, immunophenotyping, karyotyping
and molecular genetic analysis results will also be recorded.

2.6. Publication bias
Publication bias will be assessed visually by the symmetry of
funnel plots constructed with HR (study size in the vertical axis)
and 95% CI values (effect size in the horizontal axis) which is
used to observe the funnel-shaped plot. To discuss any systematic
review and meta-analysis study, publication bias has to be studied
4
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Table 2
Quality assessment of the selected studies.
S.No

Criteria

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

The objective of this paper stated
Study population speciﬁed
Participation rate of eligible persons at least 50%
Eligibility criteria
Sample size justiﬁcation
miRNA Exposure assessed before outcome measurement
Timeframe sufﬁcient for the patients (OS, DFS or MFS)
Different levels of the exposure of interest (mode of treatment)
Exposure measures and assessment (staging of cancer, TNM)
Repeated exposure assessment
Outcome measures (HR, CI and P value)
Blinding of outcome assessors
Follow-up rate
Statistical analyses
Total selected studies

Bad (0%–33%)

Satisfactory (33–66)

Good (67%–100%)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
NA
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
NA
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
NA
–
–
–

CIs = conﬁdence intervals, DFS = disease free survival, HR = hazard ratio, MFS = metastasis free survival, OS = overall survival.

and reported.[28,29] The quantitative analysis of publication bias
performed by utilizing the Funnel plot, “Orwin’s and classic failsafe N test”,[30] “Begg and Mazumdar Rank correlation test”,[31]
Harbord-Egger’s Test of the intercept[32] and “Duval and
Tweedie’s trim and ﬁll” calculation.[33]

re-inserting the trimmed studies on the right along with their
imputed counterparts to the left of the mean effect.
2.7. Data synthesis
All included studies will be reviewed and analyzed in 2 separate
steps. The ﬁrst step will involve the identiﬁcation and
dissemination of all data sources collected, followed by data
extraction. The second step will involve utilization of the
extracted data for statistical analysis, to estimate the pooled HR
and 95% CI of patient survival in T-ALL patients using
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) software (version
3.3.070) to perform a subsequent meta-analysis. The list of
signiﬁcant miRNAs will be categorized based on P values and
mean fold change. The mean fold of risk categories of miRNAs
will be tabulated. HR from various endpoints (OS, DSS, DFS, and
leukemia-free survival [LFS]) will be adopted for prognostic
evaluation in the current meta-analysis. The mean effect of HR
will be used in addition to the statistical signiﬁcance of the
parameter and sample size in the included studies.[34]

2.6.1. Funnel plot. The funnel plot measures, the study size,
which is a mainly standard error or precision marks on the
vertical axis and the function of effect size on the horizontal axis.
Publication bias results in the symmetry pattern which declares
presence and absence of bias exist by demonstrating the study
distribution in the funnel.
2.6.2. Classic fail-safe N and the Orwin fail-safe N. These 2
tests of fail-safe N will be used to determine the results which are
missing from the systematic review and meta-analysis by online
bibliographical database searching. Both tests will be applied to
estimate studies that are missing from systematic review and
meta-analysis.
2.6.3. Begg and Mazumdar Rank correlation test. Begg and
Mazumdar Rank correlation test Kendall’s tau rank correlation
between the standardized effect sizes and standard errors (which
is driven primarily by sample size) by interpretation of value zero.
Positive values of the test indicate a high level of accuracy among
included studies, regardless of minimal sample sizes.

2.8. Assesment of heterogeneity
To determine the heterogeneity of combined HRs, Cochran’s Q
test and Higgins’ (I2) statistic will be used. Heterogeneity between
the studies will be assessed using the I2 statistic, where an I2 value
greater than 50% is considered indicative of substantial
heterogeneity.[35,36] Depending upon the heterogeneity, a
random or ﬁxed effects model will be applied to the metaanalysis. A P value of <.01 is to be considered statistically
signiﬁcant for the Q test. A random effect model will be applied if
heterogeneity is observed and tau-squared statistics will be used
to estimate the variation of heterogeneity between the test
accuracy observed in different studies.[37] The z-test will also be
included in the meta-analysis to indicate the number of standard
deviations from the study mean that each study may deviate. The
Q statistic will be used to study the null hypothesis and to
quantify the depression; the tau squared will be used. The
variance between the studies will be reﬂected in the value of tau
squared.[38,39] Forest plots will be built utilizing subsets from
these aggregate examinations and will likewise be utilized for
subgroup analysis for individual miRNA.

2.6.4. Egger’s test of the intercept. Egger suggests assessment
of bias by using precision which is the inverse of the standard
error to predict the standardized effect which means, the effect
size divided by the standard error and determines the accuracy of
the included study. Hence, in this equation, the size of the
prognostic effect will be captured by the slope of the regression
line (B1) while the intercept (B0) captures bias.
2.6.5. Duval and Tweedie’s trim and ﬁll method. This study in
the publication bias sector will be performed if the funnel plot
appears asymmetry in which means to remove the most extreme
small sides on the positive side and to recompute the effect size to
each iteration until the plot appears symmetry in visually. Hence
it is known as ’Trim and Fill’ where it initially trims the studies
which are asymmetric from the right-hand side of the plot
to locate the unbiased effect. And ﬁnally, it ﬁlls the plot by
5
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previous collative studies have focused on combined B-cell
and T-cell ALL.
 As the literature on only T-ALL is sparse, the resulting systematic
review and meta-analysis are limited in its applicability in all
patient scenarios. We suggest an updated systematic review and
meta-analysis, a few years in the future after more data has been
published to bolster the results achieved in this study.

2.9. Subgroup analysis
Subgroup analysis will be considered based on the characteristics
which may offer a better resolution into the outcome effects
observed in the primary meta-analysis.[40] Age, gender, miRNAs,
and risk factors are the tentative groups for subgroup analysis. The
data and survival analysis from demographical characters,
clinicopathological and biological factors of the available data
from eligible studies will be considered for subgroup analysis. CD
markers, immunohistochemical detection data, the risk of recurrence will also be considered as additional parameters for subgroup
analysis. Furthermore, miRNA subgroup analysis will be done
based on the repeated miRNAs study from a selected pool of
studies. The heterogeneity of relative contributions of the study
designs, populations, and periods associations with 1 or more study
key variable will be assessed using meta-regression analysis. The
impact of proportional contributions of these variables individually
and in combination on ﬁtting co-variables including gender
distribution, methods of data collection, sample size, research
quality, and sampling procedure will be calculated using metaregression model. Tables, ﬂowchart and ﬁgures will be plotted to
depict the results in an informative and appealing manner.
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2.10. Assessing certainty in the ﬁndings
The ﬁndings in the systematic review and meta-analysis will be
summarised in a ﬂow diagram[41] and PRISMA-P checklist[22]
that will outline the selection process as per PRISMA guidelines
(2015 Statement) for reporting systematic reviews and metaanalysis.[22] The Summary of Findings will present the following
information where appropriate: effect size of miRNA expression
and its survival outcome in T-ALL patients vary across the studies
and among subgroup analysis, overall signiﬁcance of upregulated
and downregulated miRNA expression and publication bias.

3. Discussion
In this study, the prognostic value of miRNAs as biomarkers of TALL will be evaluated based on observations made in relevant
previous studies. Since there is comparatively minimal knowledge
on T-ALL when compared to B-ALL, the present study is planned
to produce better outcome measures, which help future researchers
to identify new drug targets and treatment modalities. Data
procured from T-ALL patient samples will be studied in this
systematic review and meta-analysis. Apart from the prognostic
evaluation, this study will also discuss the risk factors associated
with miRNA complications in T-ALL. The various miRNAs will be
discussed in the meta-analysis study based on their statistical
interpretation. The speciﬁcity and sensitivity of different miRNAs
will be studied under subgroup analysis. The regulation of
miRNAs including upregulation, downregulation, and deregulation of miRNA will be reported collectively. This systematic review
and meta-analysis will inform other researchers and readers to
expand this research into meta-regressions and meta-signature
evaluations further and has the potential to be used for treatment
and management of T-ALL patients. This systematic review may
guide future health policy, clinical practice, and medical research
by providing information on the prognosis status on T-ALL
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